18 F-FET PET | cost-effectiveness analysis | decision tree model | recurrent brain metastases Extracranial tumors such as malignant melanoma, lung cancer, breast cancer, and renal cancer have a high risk for the development of brain metastases. As a result, annually about 24%-45% of all patients with these tumors develop brain metastases. 1 Among the various possible treatment options, particularly stereotactic radiosurgery or wholebrain radiotherapy is frequently used. Currently, the method of choice for follow-up after radiotherapy is conventional 
contrast-enhanced MRI. Radiation injury of the brain (eg, radiation necrosis), expressing itself by an enlarging, contrast-enhancing lesion, may occur in a small percentage of patients treated with whole-brain radiotherapy and in up to 30%-35% of patients treated with stereotactic radiosurgery. [2] [3] [4] Distinguishing radiation injury from recurrent brain metastasis is challenging by conventional MRI alone. 5 For example, following radiation therapy, reactive transient blood-brain barrier (BBB) alterations with consecutive contrast enhancement can mimic brain metastasis recurrence or even nonresponse to treatment. This may result in unnecessary overtreatment. 6 Thus, a diagnostic procedure is needed that reliably differentiates between radiation-induced changes and recurrent brain metastasis, especially in areas with BBB disruption as shown by contrast enhancement on MRI. Amino acid tracers for PET such as O-[2-18 F-fluoroethyl]-Ltyrosine (FET) are transported via the system L amino acid transporter and taken up into tumors predominantly by its subtype LAT 1. 7 It has been shown that FET uptake is not significantly affected by alterations of the BBB (ie, a disruption of the BBB per se does not lead to increased tracer uptake). 8 Moreover, FET shows relatively low uptake in healthy brain parenchyma, which results in high tumor-tobackground contrast. 9 Previous work of our group suggested that the use of the amino acid tracer FET may contribute significantly to the management of patients with brain metastasis. 10, 11 It could be demonstrated that the combined evaluation of tumorto-brain ratios and dynamic parameters of FET uptake can differentiate recurrent brain metastasis from radiation injury with high diagnostic accuracy. These results are in line with other studies using amino acid PET tracers with similar properties, such as L-[methyl- 11 C] methionine (MET) 12, 13 or 6-[ 18 F]-fluoro-L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (F-DOPA). 14, 15 However, the inclusion of FET PET in the management of patients with brain metastasis will lead to an increase in additional diagnostic costs that have to be balanced with potentially reduced treatment costs as a result of more accurate therapy planning and additional benefits for the patients. Therefore, we developed a decision-tree model to evaluate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of FET PET in addition to conventional MRI for the differential diagnosis of recurrent brain metastasis and radiation injury, thereby focusing on possible false positive MRI results. The analysis was performed from the perspective of the Statutory Health Insurance (SHI) system in Germany. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of FET PET in addition to conventional MR imaging for this particular indication in patients with brain metastasis.
Materials and Methods

Calculation of Effectiveness of FET PET
Input data
Our analysis on the use of FET PET for differentiation of brain metastasis recurrence from radiation injury after radiotherapy is based on the study by Ceccon et al. 10 This study, which included data of a pilot study, 11 is currently the largest study addressing this subject. It comprises 62 patients (mean age, 55 ± 11 y) with single or multiple contrast-enhancing brain lesions (n = 76) on conventional T1-weighted images pre-and post-intravenous application of gadolinium-containing contrast agent after radiotherapy or radiosurgery of brain metastases which were investigated additionally with FET PET. Diagnoses (radiation injury vs brain metastasis recurrence) were confirmed either histologically in 34% of the lesions or by clinical follow-up (median follow-up period, 16 mo). 10 Since no other data have been published on the use of FET PET for this indication, the analysis is based on this patient cohort as described below.
Decision-tree model
The construction of the decision-tree model was performed using TreeAge Pro 2013 software. The structure of the model is based on other models evaluating the costeffectiveness of amino acid PET (14) . The decision-tree model describes the clinical situation of patients with brain metastases after initial treatment in which MRI findings were suggestive for brain metastasis recurrence or progression ( Figure 1 ). MRI findings were evaluated according to Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria for brain metastasis recurrence. 16 According to these criteria, recurrent disease is assumed if a new
Importance of the study
For management of brain metastases, the differentiation of radiation-induced necrosis versus recurrent tumor is of utmost importance. Contrast-enhanced MRI, the current standard method, is often inconclusive if the blood-brain barrier is altered because consecutive contrast enhancement can mimic brain metastasis recurrence. Studies have suggested that FET PET improves the correct differentiation of brain metastasis recurrence from radiation injury.
However, the inclusion of FET PET in the management of patients with brain metastasis will lead to an increase in additional diagnostic costs that have to be balanced with potentially reduced treatment costs as a result of more accurate therapy planning and additional benefits for the patients. Therefore, we analyzed effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the integration of FET PET in the management of recurrent brain metastases. We found that it may be costeffective and has the potential to avoid overtreatment with corresponding costs as well as unnecessary side effects.
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contrast-enhancing lesion appears at exactly the same site as the treated metastasis after initial complete response. Recurrent disease is also assumed if (i) the treated brain metastasis during follow-up shows an increase in size of >20% in the pretreated volume on contrast-enhanced T1-weighted MR images, and (ii) patients develop new neurological deficits or an exacerbation of existing neurological symptoms that prompts a change in treatment. Following these criteria, the MRI scans were evaluated as positive for recurrent brain metastasis. Thus, only positive MRI scans were considered for the analysis. The readers of FET PET were aware of the positive MRI but were blinded to all other clinical information. The decision-tree model compares the strategy to perform FET PET in addition to conventional contrast-enhanced MRI with the strategy to proceed based on the MRI alone.
We defined the probability of a correct diagnosis as the primary outcome of our model (Figure 1 ). This appears as an appropriate surrogate, since it strongly influences the decision making of treatment planning and monitoring. A false diagnosis of brain metastasis recurrence will lead to a potentially premature aggressive treatment with the risk of unnecessary serious side effects and avoidable costs for an unnecessary treatment.
In Figure 1 , the square (■) indicates the decision between 2 alternative strategies. The circle (○) symbolizes chance nodes with 2 complementary likelihoods. The lower branch describes the diagnostic strategy to use MRI alone and not to perform additional diagnostic FET PET. Since the model assumes a positive MRI scan for all patients as described above, the first chance node of this branch (MRI positive) represents the likelihood of true positive and false positive diagnoses. To obtain these values, the data of the MRI scans used in the study by Ceccon et al 10 were reassessed according to the above-mentioned criteria.
The upper branch refers to the diagnostic strategy to complement the use of MRI with FET PET (Figure 1 ). The first chance node of the upper branch (MRI positive + PET) shows the likelihood of positive and negative FET PET scans. These likelihoods were calculated based on the combined analysis of mean tumor-to-brain ratio (TBR mean ) and the slope of the time-activity curve (TAC slope) as reported by Ceccon et al. 10 The FET PET is considered positive (diagnosis of recurrent brain metastasis) if a TBR mean >1.95 in combination with a TAC slope <0.37 standardized uptake value per hour is present; otherwise, it is considered negative (diagnosis of radiation injury). The following chance nodes (positive and negative) represent the likelihood of true positive and false positive as well as true negative and false negative results.
Calculation of the Costs
Usually, the German SHI does not cover the costs for FET PET. Therefore, these costs were calculated referring to the "Medical Fee Schedule for Care Outside the Statutory Health Insurance Scheme" (http://www.e-bis.de/goae/ defaultFrame.htm). 17 Only the additional costs for the FET PET scan were taken into account, since conventional MRI is performed for every patient in both strategies. Indirect costs due to productivity losses were not included, since they are irrelevant for the SHI perspective. The cost-effectiveness of FET PET was evaluated by calculating an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). 18 A more detailed explanation of the calculation was described previously. 19 Briefly, to reflect different levels of complexity of patient care, we considered a baseline scenario and an adjusted scenario. The baseline scenario reflects reimbursement of a standard case. The adjusted scenario has a higher reimbursement that allows adjusting for various factors such as the difficulty of the procedure or the qualification of the health personnel. The following costs were included for both scenarios: detailed patient consultation €8.74 (€20.10), report on diagnostic findings €7.58 (€17.43), intravenous injection €4.08 (€9.38), whole-body tumor scintigraphy €131.15 (€236.07), and PET with quantitative analysis €417.15 (€786.89). They refer to the codes 3, 75, 253, 5431, and 5489 of the "Medical Fee Schedule for Care Outside the Statutory Health Insurance Fig. 1 The decision-tree model for assessment of the effectiveness of additional FET PET for the differential diagnosis of local recurrent brain metastasis versus radiation injury after radiotherapy. The model includes the 2 alternative strategies of using MRI alone or in addition with FET PET. The probability of the correct diagnostic assessment is defined as outcome. O = chance node; ◄ = termination node, # corresponding likeli-
Scheme. " Additionally, the costs for the radioactive tracer were estimated. Whereas some institutions produce the tracers on-site, others receive 18 F-FET PET via commercial enterprises. In order to represent the range of costs, we calculated the mean of the price of 2 German enterprises and 1 on-site facility. Adding value-added tax of 19%, the cost for the tracer was assumed to be €616.
Based on this cost, the baseline scenario for a FET PET resulted in a total cost of €1185 and the adjusted scenario in a total cost of €1686. 19 Finally, we calculated the follow-up costs of a false positive MRI. The precise amount of these costs is difficult to calculate, since there are no published data. According to current guidelines we assumed that in most cases a positive MRI will result in a stereotactic biopsy in order to confirm the diagnosis. 20 This would incur additional costs for the diagnostic procedure, including prolonged hospital stay as well as treatment costs related to possible side effects. In Germany, costs of hospitalization are reimbursed by lump compensation (German Diagnosis Related Groups, www.g-drg.de). For the calculations, we applied the procedure "stereotactic biopsy on intracranial tissue for one up to five biopsies" (OPS 1-511.00) with the main diagnosis brain metastasis (C79.3). For this analysis, hospital costs were calculated based on data from the most populated state of Germany (North Rhine-Westphalia). Assuming a hospital stay of 3 days, this would result in costs of €6232. In addition, treatment of side effects might increase the total costs in 0.7%-9.6% of the interventions. 21 However, since these side effects are rare and highly variable for different institutions, we did not include them in the calculation.
Thus, to evaluate the follow-up costs of a false positive MRI with regard to the costs of FET PET we included them in the analyses as additional costs for false positive MRI and false positive FET PET combined with false positive MRI.
Sensitivity Analyses
In order to test the robustness of the results, we calculated deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses. For input data, we relied on studies using other amino acid tracers with similar properties, such as MET 12,13 and F-DOPA. 14, 15 In these studies, a similar diagnostic performance of these tracers has been reported.
Deterministic one-way sensitivity analyses were conducted for the effectiveness values of the decision-tree model to calculate the impact of their uncertainty. For each variable, 4 intervals were chosen, which were derived from the above-mentioned papers. In order to represent the whole range of values from the literature, we selected the highest and the lowest value reported in the papers as high and low values of the one-way sensitivity analyses. Since Cicone et al 14 and Terakawa et al 12 did not report these values, we calculated them based on their papers. In the other studies the values were reported (Table 1) .
Probabilistic sensitivity analyses were performed using second-order Monte Carlo simulations with 10 000 samples. 22 To apply this method, we attributed beta distributions to the effectiveness variables of the decision tree. The beta distributions were defined by mean and standard deviation. The standard deviation was estimated based on the above-mentioned papers ( Table 2 ). The costs were modeled by a gamma distribution with the mean of the baseline scenario and a conservative standard deviation of 50%. Moreover, the distributions were checked for plausibility by an interdisciplinary team of experts in the field, including nuclear medicine (K.J.L.), neuro-oncology (N.G.), neuroradiology (E.H., M.W.), and radiation oncology (M.K.).
Based on the results from the deterministic and the probabilistic sensitivity analyses, we calculated worst-case scenarios with regard to costs and effectiveness (ie, highest costs, lowest effectiveness for the combination of MRI and FET PET).
Results
Decision-tree Model
The decision tree revealed that the additional use of FET PET increased the rate of a correct diagnosis by 42% compared with MRI alone (likelihood of 89% vs likelihood of 47%). In order to avoid one false diagnosis, 3 patients have to be diagnosed with FET PET (number needed to diagnose: 1/0.42 = 2.38). For the baseline scenario, this results in an ICER of €1185/0.42 = €2821 (adjusted scenario: €1686/0.42 = €4014). The high and the low values were determined by the highest and lowest value derived from the papers (marked in bold). For each variable, 4 intervals were chosen. The variables refer to the decision-tree model (Figure 1 ). *The values were calculated by us based on the paper. **Not reported.
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Sensitivity Analyses
Strategy MRI in combination with PET
The one-way sensitivity analyses for N1 resulted in likelihoods in the range of 0.89-0.9 for the combination of MRI and PET; for N2, 0.79-0.88; and for N3, 0.87-0.96, respectively.
Strategy MRI alone
For N4, likelihoods were between 0.39 and 0.43.
Thus, a worst-case scenario for the strategy of MRI in combination with PET would lead to a likelihood of 0.79 for a correct diagnosis, whereas a best-case scenario for the strategy of MRI alone would lead only to a likelihood of 0.43. This means that 4 patients have to be diagnosed with FET PET in order to avoid one false diagnosis (number needed to diagnose, 1/0.36 = 4), resulting in an ICER of €1185/0.36 = €3293 (adjusted scenario: €1686/0.36 = €4683).
The Monte Carlo statistics for MRI in combination with PET as well as for MRI alone are shown in Table 3 as well as Figures 2 and 3 . Assuming a best-case scenario for the strategy of MRI alone (results from the 97.5th percentile) and a worst-case scenario for MRI in combination with PET (results from the 2.5th percentile), the incremental effectiveness would still result in a likelihood of 25%. This means that 4 patients have to be diagnosed by FET PET in order to avoid one false diagnosis (number needed to diagnose, 1/0.25 = 4).
Considering the cost with regard to the worst-case scenario (results from the 97.5th percentile), the ICER would be €2570/0.25 = €10280.
The calculation considering follow-up costs of false positive results leads to costs of €1460 (FET PET) and €3303 (MRI). The Monte Carlo simulations resulted in median costs of €1451 for FET PET and €3303 for MRI.
Discussion
This study evaluated the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of additional FET PET for the differentiation of brain metastasis recurrence from radiation injury after radiotherapy. Compared with MRI alone, FET PET increases the rate of correct diagnoses by 42% (ie, 3 patients have to be diagnosed by FET PET to avoid one false diagnosis). This leads to ICERs of €2821 (baseline scenario) and €4014 (adjusted reimbursement rate scenario). The probabilistic sensitivity analyses confirmed the robustness of the results (ie, the cost-effectiveness ratio remains below a threshold of €12 000 even if a worst-case scenario and the highest cost were assumed.
It might be argued that cost-effectiveness can only be evaluated with regard to direct patient-related benefits such as survival or increase in health-related quality of life. However, up to now there are no published studies using direct patient-related outcomes. Furthermore, these criteria might not be appropriate for diagnostic tests, since it is often difficult to disentangle the specific benefit of a diagnostic procedure from the complex chain of diagnostic and therapeutic interventions comprised by the totality of clinical care. 23 For our decision-tree model, the probability of a correct diagnosis appears to be an appropriate surrogate, as further therapy planning in patients with recurrent brain metastases is based on it. Based on the input data used for the model, conventional MRI alone is an insufficient option, since the likelihood of a correct diagnosis is about or even below 50% and therefore does not permit a reliable diagnosis. Because patients with recurrent brain metastases require chemotherapy or radiation, a wrong diagnosis may lead to premature aggressive treatment with the risk of serious side effects, reduced survival, and a decrease in health-related quality of life.
The additional costs of FET PET have to be counterbalanced with the costs caused by a wrong diagnosis applying MRI alone. This includes the 2 possibilities of false positive and false negative MRI results. In this paper we focused on possible false positive MRI results, since this is the main indication for FET PET. The sensitivity of MRI is already high and due to the lower spatial resolution of PET technology it seems unlikely that a combined reading of FET PET and MRI will significantly improve the sensitivity. Thus, additional FET PET seems unlikely to be cost-effective if the MRI is considered negative. The 2 center columns represent the 2 alternative diagnostic strategies applying MRI alone or MRI combined with FET PET. The values show the probability of obtaining a correct diagnosis (rounded to 2 decimal places). IE = incremental effectiveness (ie, the benefit that results by adding FET PET to MRI). The right column shows the cost of adding FET PET. SD = standard deviation.
However, false positive MRI results are likely to incur additional costs. Because the precise amount of these costs is difficult to calculate due to lack of data, we performed a rough calculation that resulted in costs of €1460 for combined MRI FET PET and €3303 for MRI alone, indicating the superior cost-effectiveness of combined MRI/FET PET. The calculation is based on the assumption that a positive MRI will result in a stereotactic biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. However, it has to be noted that biopsy is unlikely to be performed in all patients, since, for instance, some patients might refuse a biopsy or may be in a severe clinical state that does not permit a biopsy. Thus, studies are needed that directly address the follow-up costs in various clinical settings.
Moreover, the costs for FET PET have to be considered with regard to the total costs for patient care and the costs for possible treatments that might be avoided. Due to highly individualized treatment strategies and the vast range of different types of cancer that may lead to brain metastases, this is difficult to estimate. Analyzing 3 large administrative databases in the USA, in patients with non-small cell lung cancer, Guerin et al 24 found an average total monthly cost of $22 645. Moreover, Ray et al 25 reported a total monthly cost of $23 426 for malignant melanoma, of $19 708 for breast cancer, and of $17 007 for lung cancer. Both analyses are based on data from the USA. Although these costs may not precisely reflect treatment costs in European countries, a similar cost level has to be assumed. Thus, FET PET can be considered a small percentage of total treatment costs with the potential for cost reduction if unnecessary treatments can be avoided.
For the sensitivity analyses, we relied on studies using other amino acid tracers, such as MET and F-DOPA. This is justified by similar properties of the amino acid tracers. Similar to FET, they show high radiotracer uptake with low background signal in brain metastases and their uptake represents an increased expression of amino acid transporters on tumor cells, namely the amino transport system L. 26, 27 Moreover, a direct comparison of FET and MET showed a high correlation between their uptake in normal cortex and tumor tissue (brain gliomas and metastases). 28 To date there are no direct comparisons of FET versus F-DOPA for brain metastases; however, using 
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the tracers for high-grade gliomas, there were no significant differences in uptake pattern for FET and F-DOPA. Also with regard to tumor delineation, both tracers performed equally well. 29 Thus, a similar performance for the diagnosis of recurrent brain metastases may be assumed.
Our results are in line with other cost-effectiveness analyses evaluating the use of FET PET in patients with gliomas for planning neurosurgical resection, therapy monitoring, and definition of biopsy target. 17, 19, 30 It should be noted that FET PET cannot replace MRI as a standard tool in the diagnosis of brain tumors, but it may provide cost-effective complementary information with vital implications for the patients' management.
An important limitation of our study has to be considered. The clinical data applied in the decision-tree model could only be derived from one study relying on longitudinal within-group comparisons. The retrospective character of this study may lead to biased results.
It has to be noted that many patients suffered from multiple lesions, and therefore biopsy was available for only 34% of all lesions, while almost two-thirds of the lesions were evaluated using RANO criteria within clinical follow-up. To account for possible differences, a separate analysis of the patients with histological confirmation of diagnosis was performed. The analysis using TBR mean and TAC slope revealed similar diagnostic accuracy for the subgroup of histologically confirmed lesions as for the whole group. 10 Moreover, we performed sensitivity analyses relying on data from studies on PET tracers with similar properties and the estimations of clinical experts in the field. However, ultimately, additional studies with prospective designs are needed to confirm the results.
In addition, transient posttreatment enhancement has to be distinguished from radiation injury. However, in our sample the mean time interval between radiation therapy and MRI was 14 months. Transient posttreatment enhancement is most likely seen in the first 3 months after radiation. 31 Therefore, we do not expect that this might influence our analysis.
Conclusion
The model delivers evidence that additional FET PET may be an effective and cost-effective tool for the differentiation of brain metastasis recurrence from radiation injury after radiotherapy. Additional studies, ideally randomized controlled trials, are needed to confirm the results, particularly the expected additional benefit.
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